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Trend Report 

 

BOSS Gallery Collection 

 

Contemporary art meets modern design in the vibrant new collection created 

by BOSS Womenswear artistic director Jason Wu 

 

Introducing BOSS Gallery Collection, a limited-edition capsule designed by BOSS 

Womenswear artistic director Jason Wu. The capsule collection was unveiled at ‘Der 

Berliner Mode Salon’ during Berlin Fashion Week with a presentation curated by 

Jason Wu and Christiane Arp, editor in chief of VOGUE Germany and co-founder of 

‘Der Berliner Mode Salon’. 

 

The modernist collection is inspired by Berlin’s vibrant art scene, which has brought 

many established and young artists to the city. With reference to the energy of artists 

like Anselm Reyle and Thomas Scheibitz, the collection puts bold shades and 

inventive color-blocking at its center. Take, for instance, a tailored coat in all -over 

electric orange or a soft plissé skirt featuring geometric shapes in graphic contrast 

colors. 

 

One of the key messages of the collection, the suit is celebrated with a signature 

BOSS silhouette made new with shots of bold hues. The straight-cut, relaxed design 

with beautiful fluent volume takes a bold direction in green, or goes effortlessly 

feminine in soft blush.  

 

Dresses reflect the exuberant energy of the collection, with a key silhouette that riffs 

off a classic 1950s shape – often with the sportswear touch of a racer back, clean 

cut-lines or a net panel. Fabrics range from modern crepe, a perfect vehicle for the 

collection’s vivid color, or tulle plissé in a softer, sometimes even sheer approach to 

the strong palette. A geometric print design and a mixed-media embroidery bring in a 

dose of intricate pattern to the collection. 
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The accessory collection takes these same references to present a colorful lace-up 

sneaker and a strappy sandal with a custom handcrafted intarsia heel featuring 

metallic inserts. The bag of the collection is a structured, box-like mini tote, which 

plays with color, geometry and textures with layers of pink, green and metallic 

leather. 

 


